
Will Dispatches find love or remain an outcast? 
 

* * 

 

LE IUGEMENT shows an announcement of cosmic proportions. The ‘town crier’, with his trumpet, 
blasts out the news that stays news. Two parents with prayerful hands seem to be slightly bewildered, 
but thankful for the 'birth' of the mysterious blue figure, as if they can’t believe it actually happened. 
We see the angel pointing its left index finger at the flag on its horn, indicating “You will need this, 
you need to show the world who you are!” An awakening has occurred.  

In the tarot, objects transform from one card to the next, reflecting the nature of Heraclitian reality. 
The next card, LE CHARIOT, contains several of these changes. First, the blue circle of clouds 
surrounding the angel changes to the square of the chariot: a structure has been created.  The angel 
itself becomes a human driver. The trumpet turns into a sceptre. The yellow rectangle, from which 
the blue being arises, transforms into the wheels of the vehicle. All this points to a project that ‘has 
wheels’, that is going to ‘go the distance’. DPW exists on screen, the square upper half of the chariot, 
and the driver is the newscaster. The ideas of DPW are being disseminated over the web. With just 
these two cards, we notice a movement from being born to being on the move. (The tarot, like the 
editors of DPW, is a trickster, and we see this in the fact that the precise nature of the vehicle is a war-
chariot.)  

The next card is LIMPERATRICE. She looks to the right, and the charioteer looks left, signaling a 
break. After driving around and spreading the news, we must now return to ‘HQ’, to the control 



room. She sits comfortably on her throne, her eyes slightly narrowed and intently focused. Things 
slow down a bit and become more formalized. We note further transformations from both earlier cards 
to this one:  

from LE CHARIOT, the sceptre is larger and the cross echoes the flag from LE IUGEMENT. Her 
crown has grown. The winged angel itself is now the emblem of LIMPERATRICE’s shield, an 
imperial eagle, and we see how she holds it close to her, in her protective and nurturing aspect.  

The most fundamental cards show a RISING+GOING+SITTING. This points to the fact that DPW 
will no doubt keep on keepin’ on, & that it has established its own online poetry duchy. But we aren’t 
quite finished. When a character’s gaze is outside of the frame of the cards, we can pull another one to 
answer the question: What are they looking at? Let’s find out what the young empress sees in her 
future.  

 

LE DIABLE is the answer to the second half of your question: Will DPW find love or will it remain 
the pariah of the current online po-scene? By itself, LE DIABLE can show us freedom from convention 
OR absolute obedience; mockery OR slavery. In your context, we will take our clues from all three 
previous cards. The blue being from LE IUGEMENT has now become a badass diablo. His costume 
of wings, flaming torch, and antler hat all echo and underscore these objects from the earlier cards ( 
wings, sceptre, crown ) - yet he wears them defiantly different. The proud parents of DPW, who then 
became the workhorses, are now chained to their creature, and looking at their faces, they seem happy 
to be there (well, at least one of them does). My feeling is that DPW will remain a pariah, but a 



goddamned committed one, and one that has its own particular group of followers. Thus, LE DIABLE 
again shows paradox or thisthat, both shunned and loved.  

The only danger here to you is the insatiability of the project itself. We note the face on the stomach 
of the devil, sense its hunger, and reflect on the nature of a blog based project.  


